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ABSTRACT. 

The conventional wisdom among economists today is that wages have become 

less sensitive to aggregate economic conditions, mainly because of changes in 

labor market structure and changes in wage contracting mechanisms brought about 

by countercyclical policy and social insurance. This is re-examined here by 

using a wider range of data sets and a longer time frame than in any previous 

study and by paying close attention to differences in the way the prewar and 

postwar wage series were constructed and the effects of aggregation across 

industries. The results show that the response of nominal wages to 

unemployment and output, conditional on previous inflation, is abou:t the same 

today as it was 100 years ago. 



I. INTRODUCT!ON 

Nominal wages are generally believed to be less sensitive to the business 
', ' "~ 

cycle today than they were before World War II. Labor markets have changed 

considerably since the turn of the century in terms of occupational and 

industrial mix, collective bargaining coverage, methods of wage payment, 

average job duration, workforce demographics, and government regulation. At 

the cost of some bversimplification, employer-employee matches today are much 

more likely to be long term contracts with a focus on lifetime compensation as 

opposed to spot market relationships with the wage rate being the key 

instrument for market clearing. If the fix-wage sector of the economy has been 

growing relative to.the flex-wage sector, then it follows as a first 

approximation that in the aggregate wages should have become more rigid. 

Even if labor market structure were the same today as at the turn of the 

century, the wage-setting process is likely to have adapted to stabilization 

policies and the widespread availability of social insurance. Forward-looking 

workers and employers today anticipate that if the economy contracts or if. it 

expands too rapidly, steps will be taken to attempt to return to a sustainable 

growth path. Expecting a return to full employment, wages need not adjust, 

especially if the unemployed have other means of support. Such rigidity would 

have been irrational before World War II, especially in periods when the gold 

.. standard was being followed . 

. On the surface, increased rigidity in wages is difficult to reconcile with 

the apparent increase in the stability of output since World War II. One 

possibility, suggested by Taylor (1986), is that shocks in the postwar period 

have been less frequent and less severe. (Henceforth, the terms prewar and 
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pc::>stwar should be understood to refer to World War II.) Romer (1986a, 19861:>) 

has presented evidence suggesting that the greater instability of the prewar 

economy is partly attributable to the poor quality of the data. She speculates 

that the gains from stabilization policy could have been offset by greater 

instability caus.ed by rigid wages and prices. The conventional view that wage 

rigidity results in larger employment fluctuations has been challenged by 

DeLong and Summers (1986) who argue that whenever there is a fall in wages and 

prices, expectations of further decreases develop. Despite the supply 

stimulus, the increase in real interest rates generated from deflationary 

expectations reduces aggregate demand and in many cases the net effect is 

contractionary. They conclude that the greater stability of the postwar 

economy can be attributed at least in part to more rigid wages and prices. 

2 

Even though the premise that wages have become more rigid has a 

theoretical foundation and is widely accepted as a stylized fact, the evidence 

is conflicting. Sachs (1980) is most frequently cited as evidence of increased 

wage rigidity between the pre- and postwar periods; Gordon (1982, 1983), 

Mitchell (1985), and Taylor(l986) reach similar conclusions. However, 

Schultze (1981) finds no change in wage rigidity and Gordon (1975) finds wages 

to be less rigid in 1954-1970 than in 1900-1914. A number of early Phillips 

curve studies also made prewar and postwar comparisons and their results, 

summarized in Gordon (1975), are also conflicting. 

The purpose o.f this paper is to re-examine the issue of whether wages have 

become more rigid in the postwar period. The main contributions of this study 

are the use of a large number of data sets at both the macro and industry level 

and the careful analysis of the sensitivity of the results to sample period, 

aggregation, and the different ways in which prewar and postwar data on wages, 



. . . 

output, and unemployment were constructed. Even if the hypothesis of increased 
I 

wage rigidity withstands closer scrutiny, it is impossible to determine with 

aggregate dat:a whether the rigidity is a consequence of structural tihange or 

economic policy, With industry wage data and historical information about 

structural change within each industry, this question can be examined more 

closely. 

This study does not test theoretical models of aggregate labor market 

behavior. (Kniesner·and Goldsmith (1987) provide a good summary of both theory 

and evidence regarding such models.) . It is beyond the scope of this paper to 

resolve the differences within the.profession on how the relationship between 

wages and output should be specified. The focus on nominal wages is 

traditional in the Phillips curve literature and in many theoretical models of 

aggregate supply. The econometric approach is to estimate relatively few 

unr~stricted coefficients.with a simple, standard methodolOgy over all 

available data sets. The robustness of the results is established by 

developing new data series rather than examining alternative estimators. This 

is necessary because of the large number of data-related issues involved in 

·historical.comparisons. Also, the use of widely used and understood procedures 

facilitates comparisons of the results reported below to the studies cited 

above, all.o~ which used similar procedures. I begin by using the business 

cycle as.the unit of observation. 

. .. 

II. WAGE AD.J'US'l'MENTS OVER THE BUSINESS CYCLE· 

The introdu?tory sections of Cagan 1 s (1975) and Sachs 1 studies .af wage.and 

· ..... price behavior .over.·. the business cycle focused· on. contractions. ··Here wage 
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behavio.r in expansions is also examined. Table l reports the rat:e of <;?ha,nge ·of. 

' 
wage.s at the beginning and the end of contro!!.ctions, based upon annual wage data 

from Rees·· (1960, 1961) fo:t 1890 through 1941 and from C:[T!BASE fe>:t' 1941 throu:gh 

1987. The dating of peaks and troughs comes .from the NBER calendar year 

business cycle chronologies in Moore and Zarnowitz (1986) .. Wage fle:id.'J?ility in 

each contraction is indicated by the difference in the rate of wage change 

between the trough and the peak. 

The overall pattern suggests that wages were much more flexibl~ during 

contractions before World War II than afterwards. Wage growth dropped.by ari. 

average of 1.7 percent during postwar contractions, a much smaller figure than 

the 8.3 percent average drop in wag~ growth during prewar contractions. J'he 

.,, rate of wage growth never dropped by more than 5. 3 percemt in the postwar 

.periOd, whereas it dropped by more than 6 percent inei~ht of the 13 prewar 

contractions. Pos.twar wage growth in expansions .never acc~:Ler.~ted by m<).:t'e than 

3. 6 percentage points; wages swung upwards by a wider . marg!:p. in sev¢n of 13 ·· 

· prewar 'Elxpans ioµs . 

Raw compariSons ()£ I>rewar and :postwar cycles can be niis:J.eading if the 

amplitude o,:t duration ,of business .cycles varies significantly between· tpe two 
. . . 

periods. Followi;ng Sachs artd others, the pealc to trough cJ:lap.g,e in the o.utpµt 

gap is used here to measure the severity of .contractiops. Potential oiitput is 

estimated by regressing the industrial production index on a cubic tim(;l trend, 

Uriemployment arid a Constant and then calcubting predicted val\,leS at ·the Jiiean 

unemployment ;rate. One equa.ti.o.n was estimated f<;>r 1890 through 19-41 using the 

Nutter (1962) outp.ut inde:it; another ·was estimated for 1919 thr<;>ugJ:t lg87 using 

the Federal Reserve Board ind.ex. (Details about data s.ourcei; and the .methods 

.·. (ised to .constru6t variabies us.ed. in ,the analysis below are iep_orted in t:he data 
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"' 
Table 1. Percentage change in\nanufacturing wages during contractions and expansions 

Year before peak 'Peak to Change during Change during 
to peak trough contraction previous expansion 

Peak Trough (1) (2) (2) - (1) (1) - (2 in row.above) ........................ ________ 
~~~~--------

1890 1891 0.0 
1892 1894 0.7 -7.9 -8.6 0.7 
1895 1896 -0.7 4.3 5.0 7.2 
1899 1900 6.6 3.4 -3.2 2.3 
1903 1904 3.0 -0.6 -3.6 -0.4 
1907 1908 3.8 -3.7 -7.5 4.4 
1910 1911 6.4 2.0 -4.4 .. 10.1 
1913 1914 6.8 -0.4 -7.2 4.8 
1918 1919. 32.0 14.4 -17.6 32.4 
1920 1921 15.9 -11. 8 -27.7 1.5 
1923 1924 10.6 3.4 - 7. 2 22.4 
1926 1927 0.8 1.0 0.2 -2.6 
1929 1932 1.5 -12.2 -13.7 0.5 
1937 1938 11.8 -0.5 -12.3 24.0 

1948 1949 9.1 3.8 -5.3 
1953 1954 5. 7 . 2.2 -3.5 1. 9 
1957 1958 4.7 2.8 -1. 9 2.5 
1960 1961 3.2 2.4 -0.8 0.4 
1969 1970 6.0 5 .1. -0.9 3.6 
1973 1975 7.0 9.2 2.2 1. 9 
1979 1980 8.5 8.6 0.1 -0.7 
1981 .1982 9.9 6.3 -.3. 6 1.3 

Sources: Business cycle dating by NBER, as reported in Moore and Zarnowitz (1986); 
prewar average hourly earnings is from Rees (1960, 1961) as discussed in text; 
postwar average hourly earnings was drawn from CITIBASE in May 1988. 



appendix.). The average of. the two estimates of the change in th.a oµtput ga,p is 

used for peaks and expansions when values from both indexes were available. 

These estilllatesof the change in the output gap were used to sort 

contractions into three groups of roughly equal size with relativ.aly few cases 

near the boundary lines: mild contractions where the change in the oµtput gap 

is les.s than 7. 5 percent; moderate contractions where the change :i,n the! outpµt 

gap is 'between 7.5 and 15 percent; and severe contractions where the cha!lge in 

the output gap is 15 percent or more. Table 2 reports the change in t1l€l ()utp\lt 

gap and the acceleration of wage growth for each cont;raction. 

The results £or mild and severe contractions are consistent with tpe 

conventional wisdom that wage rigidity increased in the postwar era. Even 

though the mild .postwar· contractions were .somewhat more severe tb,an the mild 

prewar c·ontractioI1s, the rate O.f wage growth slowed by a mere 0. 5 percentage 

points in postwar con.tractions versus a modestly higher 2.5 perc.antage points 

1I1 the prewar contractions. Comparisons based upon severe contqi.ctions a,re 

problematic ·as there is only one such contraction (1973-75) in the postwar.era 

and it ·took place during a time of sharply rising energy prices. Ye.t the 

average 14. 6 perceri:tage poirit decline in wage growth be.tween the peak and 

trough of the prewar contractions is completely out of line with the post\qar 

experiertc·e. Today's workforce has not charted such territory. 

In moderate. contractions the prewar and postwar rates of wage deceleration 

run counter to the ·conventional wisdom. Wage growth slowed by 3.6 perceptage 

points in moderate postwar contractions. In prewar contr.a.ctions it slowe.d by 

3. 2 percentage points. The_ ·severity of these contractions is identiclil (a 10 

percent:age point swing in the output gap} for the prewar _and postwar era. 
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Table 2. Percentage change in manufacturing wages during 
contractions, by severity of contraction 

Peak - Trough 

Mild contractions 

1899~1900 

1910-11 
1926-27 

1960-61 
1969-70 
1979-80 

Moderate contractions 

1895-96 
1903-04 
1913-14 
1923-24 

1948-49 
1953-54 
1957-58 
1981-82 

Severe contractions 

1892-94 
1907-08 
1918-19 
1920-21 
1929~32 

1937-38 

1973-75 

Change in 
wage growth 

-3.2 
-4.4 
0.2 

-0.8 
-0.9 
0.1 

5.0 
-3.6 
-7.2 
-7.2 

-5.3 
-3.5 
-1.9 
-3.6 

-8.6 
-7.5 

-17.6 
-27.7 
-13. 7 
-12.3 

2.2 

Change in 
output gap 

~i. 6 
-7.4 
-3.4 

-3.5 
-7.3 
-5.5 

-12.3 
-9.0 
-9.7 
-9.4 

-10.0 
-9.9 

-10.8 
-10.9 

-24.7 
-20.9 
-16.4 
-27.3 
-74.2 
-28.0 

-18;2 

Sources: Wage data f:tom Table l; derivation of change in output 
gap is discussed in the text. 
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Romer' s (1986b) .evidence indicates thii!-t estimates of industrial P):"·.odu,~tion 

before 1914 exaggerate cyclical variability. If so, then the groupings in 

Table 2 may not: really hold the severity of these contractioni; constant .. 

Throwing out all contractions .before 1914 leaves very few degrees of free!iom 

but is instructive nonetheless. This leaves two mild and moderate prewar 

contractions with .;i.verage wage deceleration of 3.0 percentage points. The 

average rate of wage deceleration in all seven mild ormoderate postwar 

contracticms is a slightly · sm.al.ler 2. 3 p.e:i:-c.entage point~. 

Another way to test for changes in cyclical wage rigl,dity is to regress 

the rate of wage ,a.c.celeration in e.;i.ch .contra(;!tion on the ch.;tnge in the oµtp\.1.t 

g,a.p, the duratio,n o.n i;nonths) of the cop.tr11ction, a pqstwa'J:' bin8:ry varil;ible, 

and an interaction te1'."m between t:he bina+y and output gap v.;i.:i;:iaples. The 

foll.owing results were obtained: 

Wage acceleration• -.103 + 
(. O~O) 

.351 
(. ll8) 

* Gap + .048 
(. 060) 

- .213 
(.. 515) 

* fostwar * Gap + .004 
(.002) 

* Postwar 

* Duration, R2 = .485 

The c.oefficient:s of the binary and interaction variables indi9p.te that for 

swings in the outp\.1.t gap pf les;s than 22. 5 percentage points' w.;tge gro}'lth 

acttl-ally <leclJ.nes more in the post:w11r than the prewar era. 

Table 3 :i:::eports .;i.cceJeration of wage growth for expansions grouped into 

three categories; mild e~pans.:i.ons where the change in the 9µtput g8:P is less 

than 10 percentage points; moderate expansions where the output gap changes 

between 10 and 20 p.erce.ntage po;ints; and sharp ~xpansioni; where the output gap· 

grows by more than 20 per.cent:age point.s. There are only two sharp expa,risions, 

both in the prewar era. Wages accelerated by an average of 23.2 percentage 

6 



Table 3. Percentage change in manufacturing wages during 
expansions, by sharpness of expansion 

Peak - Trough 
Change in 

wage growth 
Change in 
output gap ___ .___, _____________________ _ 

Mild expansions 

1891-92 
1919-20 
1924-26 
1927-29 

1954-57 
1958-60 
1970-73 
1980-81 

.Moderate expansions 

1894-95 
1896-99 
1900-03 
1904-07 
1908-10 
1911-13 
1914-18 

1949-53 
1961-69 
1975-79 

Sharp ·expansions 

1921-23 
1932-37 

Sources: Same as Table 2. 

0.7 
1.5 

-2.6 
0.5 

2.5 
0.4 
1.9 
1.3 

7.2 
2.3 

-0.4 
4.4 

10.1 
4.8 

32.4 

1. 9 
3.6 

-0.7 

22.4 
24.0 

2.0 
3.2 
8.8 
6.1 

5.2 
5.3 
6.8 

:..i.4 

11.3 
14.6 
12.7 
13.8 
15.2 
12.3 
17.2 

18.0 
18.5 
11. 7 

31.6 
44.8 



point,s in these two (lases; .once' again this is beyond the realm of 'postwar 

experience. 

A comparative analysis must focus on mild and moderate exparti:iiOns. Wage 

accelerati()n is more sluggi-sh in the prewar (. 02 percent) than postwar 

(1.5 percent) periods for mild expansions. In contrast, wages were niuch irio:te 

upwardly flexible in moderate expansions in the prewar than the postwar period, 

eYen if one excludes the 1914~1918 expansion as a wartime outlier. Regression 

analysis of the rate -of wage acceleration during expansions also indicates that 

w_i,tges were more upwardly flexible in the prewar period for expansions, except 

when the upswing in the output gap is below 3.2 percentage points. 

Op balance the st:rongest eyiden:ce in favor of the hypothesis o:f greater 

wa,ge rigidJty oYer the business cycle in the postwar period is the failure of 

wa,ge growth to sl),a,rply dec;elerate in the SeYere 1973~75 contractiOri arid the 

greater wage acceleration found in moderate prewar expansions. These results 

are c;opsidera,blyweaker than t;hose reported by Sachs. This is partiaily 

attributable to making corrections in the wage data and business cycle dating. 

that were pointed out b:Y O'Brien (1985). The other difference between the 

approachtised here a,n4 that used by Sachs concerns the construction of the. 

output gap yaria,ple. Potential outp'IJ;t is estimated with a.cubic in~tead of a 

linear time trend· and the prewar sample extends through 1941 instead of ending 

in 1929. 

The combined effec.t of a different dating scheme and a different 

estil)lating. equa,tionhas a signi_ficant impact on the way some co'ntractfons are 

classified. ·For instance Sachs classifi_es the recession beginning in January 

1893 and ending in June 1984 as- a mild contraction. Under the annual dating 

system tJ:ie peak occurs in.1892 and the decline in output between 1982 and1983 

is large enough to make this episode a seyere contraction in Table 2. 
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Output and employment growtl). generally vary considerably within each 

business cycle. This is most evident in quarterly and monthly data, but even 

in the annual data that must be used here there is no small amount of 

intracyclic variation. The remainder of this paper reports the results of 

annual wage change equations estimated over various data sets for the prewar 

and postwar periods. 

III. SPECIFICATION AND DATA 

Viewed strictly from a univariate perspective, there is no question that 

wages were much less rigid in the prewar period. The amplitude of the average 

wage cycle was much greater in the prewar period, as shown in Table 4 and 

Figure 1. Wages grew ,by no less than 1.8 percent and no more than 9.9 percent 

in the postwar period, whereas wage growth in the prewar period ranged between 

-12.2 and 32.0 percent. The standard deviation of annual wage growth was more 

than three times larger in the prewar than the postwar period, even though mean 

wage annual growth was considerably larger in the po.stwar period. 

The duration of wage cycles was also much shorter in the prewar period. 

Figure 1 shows that the usual pattern was two or three years of wage growth 

followed by one or two years of decline. In contrast the postwar period is 

marked by what is essentially a 20 year wage cycle beginning in 1960 and 

culminating in 1980. This phenomenon is indicated more precisely by the simple 

autocorrelation coefficients reported in Table 4. Wages in the postwar period 

are autocorrelated for five years, whereas in the prewar period autocorrelation 

vanishes ·after one year. 

8 
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Table 4. Swnmary statistics for percentage change in wages, 
1891-1941 and 1948-1987 

1891-1941 1948-1987 

Mean 3.4 5.4 

Standard deviation 7.9 2 .4 

Minimum -12.2 1.8 

Maximum 32.0 9.9 

Autocorrelation: 

1 year .397 .667 

2 years .050 .528 

3 years .053 .515 

4 years -.074 .374 

5 years -.105 .220 

6 years .030 .053 

7 years .091 -.028 

Sources: Same as Table 1. 



Despite J:hese striking dif:ferences, .·.· tl:ie question of, .;Whether ,w,~ges ,have 
J0 3 • , ;. , ' , " •. -. • ': -. _ .' -~ •> :' - ~;L - I_- -,,, '; : - ,-. - • ; '., - ' ~ ' , -., .-. , ' ' - ' • - ' ' •.-.•._ • 

become more rigicl in the postwar period., cannot· be answe.red solely·•with 
.-... ~- .-, '.''<··- - ;:~·:- .- _, 

to some .. k:i,nd .. of. ::;J:ipck. ,Tpe convent:i,0ncil ·~ecus is ·on> the relationship between 

wage growth and agg:r:ega t,::e economic cic ti yity, .as · ind:i,cated by .···either .. the. output 
• -_ . ' . . ,__ . ' - " ' ' - --·,:. ·,_,: : - ... - I-' ·~.' .' ~--- • '; -,,- . ·--~ .--- '• . . . -- ' 

WCl.g~s \>ler,e :nt,()l'.'e re;.spq'Qsiye ,to t4e Jl\lsiness cycle in tbe ·prewar period. 'These 

patterns could also be attributable .to (1) .:f:'e:wer and less,severe ,s.wir:i,gs<in 
::-~- ._-- : - - :- ; ' _-_.: -;- _· .. -,_ ... , '.;. · __ ,-. - ' .,- .- ' -,, ' ,; , _.,. ·.- - . ' ·.· . ·:·-- . ' . ·- .... 

output, (2) :i,mproY:elllents in price st;ab:i,lity, (3) cha:n,ges in l.abor •matket 
: . '; -~-- :- ·--. ' . ' - ,, '··- -. ••; .•. ~. ·.-- ' '.;,.;:,.- . -- - -,·' • v - -- - • 

Phillips ~.~:r:'l'es ,,Cl.l;'e .c;opyenti()t:i.Cl.l~y .estJ1p.ated by regressing ·the rate oif 

change of wages on an excess ~lemf!.t?-d v;:1:r~cib1,,e .~m.d expect.e:P. ,in'f"latJon. J~.e.cause. 
'·. ·:;..-:;;· .. :;;•' ·"?'·_ .,,.-:'},;',(' '':······ ~-:~:--.~- -.,. __ -., :.·;-''· .. ,.- . .,,.·.~·-~ 

th~ purI>C>.5.~. ?,f th.i~ l>,.~.PA! .~.s t;:o c9.'PPl':lre :the ,slope.s of PhilJJ;p.s .cµ.rv;es :fr.o.rn 

di:f:.f"er~Ilt h.istori.clil peri()e:..s, Ci t.i11le trend ii> ,a,lso i:nc.luO..ed in ":the .'.!Jlo.de'l to 

s.01Be perio.~s seri,fi-1 .~orre1liti.o'!l i.s pre,sian,:t:, presumably :re:flectiP,g 

aut,oco;rrelat,ed V;:lria,qles that h;:lVe b.e.en 0,1I1itted from the .eqµatfo:n and are 

'9 

i!ldepE;!pd,ent from th~ pther :r~ght-l;l<11rtd sic;le variables. To make val;td historical 

c:ompari.so!ls, a C()~on ~;p,epif"ication is I).e,cessary so an AR(l) :term is ;L>ncluded 

in all the re~~:J..:ts :re:ppr~~.4 h,e:re. Tll,e p:riml':lJ:Y specification analyzed below is 

the eq}lation 

3 
' ' 

(1) ~t ~ ~Q t~1Ut t ~2~t-1 t i:l 92+if>Pt-i + a6T + Et, 

whep~ Dwt = p~rc~m:ag~ chlinl?;e i:q noljlin,al wage, Ut 

ma,.rket, Dpt = pe:rcentage dying~ in price level, T 

excess demand in the labor 

time.trend, and 
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et .;, O'et-'l + /Jt· ·· The equation is estimated using Beach and MacKinrion' s (1978) 

·· niaxim\.l.in .likelihood procequre that -p_roduces estimates· of a .W.ithout losing any 

observations. 

A few comments ·about the particulars of t_his ·specification. are in order. 

Two different variables are used as measures of excess demand in. the labor 
. : . . . 

market: the unemployment· rate and the difference between actual and potential 

outp\lt (as constructed in Section II). Despite the well~known limitations of 
. . 

the.Lebergott unemployment series; it is used here because (l)uriemployment is 

generally believed. to be the best indicator of aggregate labor market 

conditicms; en it permits an additional check on the robustness of the output 

gap resuits; and (3). it has been used widely in previous studies. The prewar 

analysis uses. the• output gap measure derived: from Nqtter (1962); the. postwar 

analysis. is based on the FRB' s indu.st.rial productiOn index~·· These prewar data 

seri~s .on unemployment and output are tho~ght to be· excessively volatile;.· the 

serisitivi:ty of the results to this issue is examined in Section V. 

Blanchard and Summers. (1986) and Go.rdon (1988) ,· among others,' have 

included lagged excess demand va_riables to test for ·the presence of hysteresis. 
. .. - . . . . 

In preliminary dat,a analysfs; the restriction a2-0 could not: be rejected iri a 

number of,_ th~ prewar data setts. Some would .argue that this indicates the 

pre.sence o,f hystere~is, although Kennan (1986) points out that such a finding .·· 
. . 

can be interpreted i.n a number of different ways·. ·.Below results with a11d 

without the a2=0 restriction are reported. 
.. . 

• ' 0 • 

EX:pected,cha:nges in prices are proxied by including three lB.gged inflation 

rates. Evel:i by the standard,s of. the Phillips curve literatl,lre of .the l,970.S 
·. . . .. 

this is not ·~ ''state of the ~rt·" speeification; but there a:re soine sound 

t:eS:sons for belie.:ving : t~at it . l~ .·:th~ . most 8.pJ>r6priate -orie in this .. · case, Th~ 
.. 
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price level was stable or declining during almost all of the prewar period. 
I 

The only significant inflation was that which occurred during and after World 

War I. In such an environment it is difficult to believe that iriflation rates 

from more than three years ago had a systematic effect on inflationary 

expectations .. Many postwar studies have used four or more yea:i;-s of lagged 

inflation rates, but such an approach in the prewar era is likely to only 

reduce the efficiency of the estimates. 

It is also common practice in postwar equations to restrict the.sum.of the 

coefficients of the lagged inflation terms to equal one. This makes little 

sense in a study comparing prewar and postwar wage rigidity becaus.e the prewar 

price indexes are based on less information. To the extent that prewar 

inflation is measured with error, restrictions on the inflation coefficients 

are likely to produce biased estimates of 0:1. 

Dummy variables ror wars, oil shocks; wage guidelines, or wage controls 

are not included in the model. Parameterization of residuals can give a false 

impression about precision of the estimates and allocate an.undue influence on 

the coefficients to particular observations. Further, there is no objective 

criterion othe,r than goodness-of-fit for defining such variables. 

The measure used as the dependent variable is the pe.rcentage chari.ge in 

average hourly earnings .. There is no adjustment in any of the prewar data. sets 

for overtime. Benefits are excluded from the analysis as well because data are 

unavailable until 1929. The percentage change in prices is based on the 

·consti!ner Price IncJ.ex (CPI-U). All of the postwar.data were obtained from 

CITIBASE inMarch 1988. 

Rees (1959} is the standard source of prewar wage data. This series is 

based on data from the Census of Manufactures and the Annual Surveys O'f 
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Manufactures, with interpolating data from the Conference Board for 1920-1931 

and BLS for 1932-49, The procedures that Rees had to follow to splice these 

various series together to get consistent estimates of wage levels are reported 

in Rees (1960). In some cases they produce erroneous estimates of the 

percentage change in wages. For instance Rees noticed that the Conference 

Board data probably underrepresented the South and overrepresented large firms 

and should be adjusted downward to mesh with the rest of the series. To do 

this he adjusted the Conference Board data downward by 6.4 percent in 1920 and 

11.4 percent in 1932. Between 1920 and 1932 the adjustment factors are 

obtained through linear interpolation. Thus, the observed rate of change in 

wages in the Rees (1959) series is a weighted average of the actual rate of 

change in the underlying data and the induced rate of change created by Rees' 

interpolation procedure. Also, the Rees (1959) series does not incorporate 

revisions later made for 1890-1898 and 1920-1931 in Rees (1961, 1960). These 

revised estimates are used in this study. 

A limitation of all these series is that there are no controls for 

variations in industrial mix across or within different data sets. Also, the 

data for 1890-1919 rely heavily on three states: Massachusetts, New Jersey, and 

Pennsylvania. To learn more about the prewar Phillips curve, (1) is estimated 

over the Conference Board data and the series for 1890-1926 constructed by 

Douglas (1930). The main advantage from using these two data sets is that they 

provide additional information about prewar wage behavior. An additional 

advantage.of the Conference Board data is that there are no interpolations, 

whereas an additional advantage of the Douglas data is that it extends beyond 

manufacturing. 



. - . . . . 

TJ;te Confe.r;.ence . Board. data ~re examined in two different fot'ma·ts.. Beney> 

(~9.3:6) r.eports monthly data for June 192:() through June 193:6, with a six month · 

. g~p in the ~irst half of 1922. The percentage change in wages f:to:iII otie June to· 

the, next i's: used· b:elOw. Conference Board (1946) reports annual ave·r~a;g~ wages 

for l920-i945, a:llo.wing the analysis to extend through 1941. • Thes;e ay:e:r.!J,ges 

omit the first five months. of 1920 and the first SiX', months of ln,2:~ Foll.®ii.ng 

· R~e,s ().901,) , Creamer's $eries iS used, as a benchmark for estifua.ting avet'.~ge, 

. wages Ln th·os& months .. 

tn- coin.paring wage rigidity from 1890 tp before World Wa•r I , b.o.th the- Rees 

· ·. (1%1) and Douglas data sets. can be us.ed:. The Douglas data s:et e~:temds tbarO.ugh 

. 19'26 .and overlap~ wi,th the <;:onference. Bo·a;r:d d,ata·. Thus, thie results repo·r·t.ed 

.· . . . · .. 

· · ·~H.ngle- da;t,a; set: .. · 

IV. . RESUl.TS 

Before examining the econometric rest.i.lts, it is. useful to look at th~ r:a:w 

data 6n wage growth and unemployment fo_r the prewar and postwar. periods 
' . . . . 

diSpl,ayed in. Figure 2. P.ata points. for ad,j acent years are conne.cted· so:>that: 

ea,ch graph di,sP,lays . three. variables: unemp-loyment, wage growth, and tim~. Th"' 

scales o.f. e.ach graph are·· set to make. the slope of the tradeoff between 
. . 

unempl.oyme~t aI\d wage growth comparable for the prewar and postwar period;. 
. .. . . . 

. At fir.st glance, the slope o:f the tradeoff between wage growth and. ' 

unemployment seems· to.- be much. greater in the prewar period. Figure 2 show!:! 

. that prewAr wage growth terids to be much h:i.gh~r when the un~mployment rate was 
..... · .. 

belotor 6. percent -than 'at higher levels of unemployment. In contrast,· thf! · 

. ' 
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av.erCl.ge level of wage growth in the postwar period varies only slightly with 

the u,ne1nployment rate. 
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Conclusions about the prewar period are sensitive to inclusi6ri of 19i6 

through 1923, a sharp wartime expansion followed by a severe contraction. Wage 

growth .accelerated during World War I from 2. 7 percent in 1915 to 3.2. 0 percent 

:in 1918, while unemployment was falling from 8.5 to 1:4 percent. By 1920 wage 

gr9wth had decelerated to 15. 9 percent and unemployment ros.e to 5; 2 percent. 

Another large swing in wage pehavior followed in 1921, when wages fell by 11.8 

percent .Cl.nd unemployment rose to 11. 7 percent. Wages fell by another 7. 6 

percent in 19·22, put then rebounded in 1923 to incr.ease by 10. 6 percent. At 

the same time unemployment was falling to 6.7 percent in 1922 and 2.4 percent 

in 1923. If these eight observations were removed from the prewar graph in 

Figure 2, it wou1d be. much more difficult to claim that there was a sizable 

difference in wage rigidity between the. prewar and postwar periods. 

Estimates of fou,r different sp.ecifications of equation (T) (current. 

unemployment rate, current and lagged unemployment rate, current output gap, 

current and lagged output gap) are reported in Table 5. The key result can be 

seen by, compC1.ring the excess demand coefficients for 1891-1941in.row1 to 

those :!;:or 1948-1987 in row: 2. Between 1891 and 1941 a one percentage point 

increase in the unemployment rate is associated with a 1.1to.1.2 percentage 

point decrease in the rate of wage growth. The same change in unemployment in 

the postwar period is associated with a 1. 0 percentage point decrease in the 

rate. of wage growth. There is no economically or statistically meaningful 

differe.rtce. between these two sets of estimates. Table 5 reports the excess 

demarid coefficients only. Summary statistics appear in Appendix table 1; 
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Table 5. Business cycle coefficients fran Rtlllips curves, 1891-1987 

Unemployment Output gap 
coefficients coefficients 

Period 
and (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Source Ut Ut Ut-1 Gt Gt Gt-1 

1891-1941, Rees (1960, 1961) ;..1.129 -1.181 1.084 .314 .316 -.205 
( .254) (.242) (.255) (.072) (.076) (.088) 

1948-1987, CITIBASE -.987 -.982 .294 .208 .215 -.016 
(.246) (.244) (.224) (.036) (.040) ( .042) 

1891-1914, Rees (1961) -.543 -.649 .215 .247 .210 .102 
(.144) (.175) (.198) (.084) (.093) (.106) 

1891-1926, Douglas -.604 -.902 .805 .411 .421 -.234 
(.259) (.254) (.262) (.101) (.109) (.140) 

1921-1936, Beney -.429 -1.336 1.223 .162 .332 -.296 
(.433) (.432) (.394) (.128) (.130) (.130) 

1921-1941, Conference Board -.538 -1.076 .993 .161 .234 -.176 
(.256) ( .241) (.268) ( .068) (.076) (.094) 

Note: Standard errors appear ·in parentheses. 
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c:om~let~' ·regt'essfon. e·t>·effiCierlts1, in Appendi~ Tables 2 through S; residuals; in: 

kpp~rldix Tables'e· an.d. j; 

The: ~utput gap rtii:iults indicate that the prewar.,.postwar diffetehc·e ln wage 
. . 

A one percentAge point decrease_ in the dutput gap 

iS ci>rrelated with a 6. 3 percentage point increase in wages. in the .p·rewar 

p~~riod versus a 0. 2 percentage point increase bi the postwar :periOd·~ Alfhoi.rgh · .. 

thi.s'i~ . .iishghtiy·larger difference than obtained for: the unemployment rat:¢ 

v~rfabi.a· {re·gli:rdle~s of which versiofr of Okun' s Law is used tb: niake the 

dompa:ris·c;ti), :lt wriuld b~ difficult. to claini th~t it resulted from any faqto:t· 

dther thlin the imp'red.sion of each estiiiiate. In contrast·, Sachs' O\ltput gap·· 
. . . 

. coeffi'.c:l:!eri.i:$ w'ere 3. 8 1::6 6 ; l times . 1-Eirge:i:' ln the prewar than the p6s t~a:r 
sample~ 

Wh.y: shouici the :hridlri.gs in the ffrst two rows of '!'able s be ~on..s:icierea 
. . .. . 

·. m6rti persuasive. than the conflicting results obtained in previou!I bompat'isons• 

()f' pr~~a:r:! and postwar wage rigidity by Sachs, G()tdon, Schultze'and others? O.rie 

ThEi 1891-1941 s·eries analyzed in r6w l ts. act\ially a blend of series 
. . . 

d~vefoped by Rec!i's and. the Conference Board. It is natural to ask whe.thet the . 

·: re'sults sd.11 hold up when these two series are examined i;ie:parately; Th¢ 

ies\ilts may differ be'caui:i'e of differences in the ways the series are. 

co.nstructed· or because the rel~tion.ship is not stable over the entire l891-1941 

period. the s~ri.es<constructedby Douglas is also worthy for examlriatJoh f(fr 
..... ·.. . . . 

The r€i°ults. for th~se additional data sets ~ppe'ar in rows 3 .··· ·.· · 

· .. thtough. 6 &£ 'table s:. 
. : . . 

.· · The firia:i.ngs ·acro:.ss all prewar data sets are very comparable to .each. 

o·th~r .• The llnefu~lo:Y'nt~ttt iate ~oeffitients .obt~iiied with th~ ·Rees_ (l96l)i\!ltld:. · 
. . 

... ~-

'. ·' ~ . . 



Douglas data and the output coefficients basedon 
. I 

the Rees (1961) data are 

actually smaller than the corresponding estimates in row 1. The estimates 

based on two different versions of the Conference Board data are practically 

identical to those in row 1. The output gap coefficients obtained with the 

Douglas data are larger than in row l, but only slightly so. 

The robustness of the results in rows 1 and 2 in Table 5 can also be 

checked by examining the sensitivity of the coefficients to the timing of the 

sample period. The obvious place to start is to examine what happens when the 

depression years are deleted from the prewar sample. As shown in Table 6, 

restriction of the prewar sample to 1891 through 1929 increases the 

unemployment coefficient only slightly, but almost doubles the output gap 

coefficient. On the surface.this appears to suggest that one should seriously 

reconsider the findings of row 1 in Table 5, given the unusual circumstances 
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prevailing after 1929. However, the results based on the Conference Board data 

in rows 5 and 6 of Table 5 also are based on data from the Great Depression and 

they are very comparable to the findings for the entire 1891-1941 period. 

The key to resolving this apparent paradox is a more careful examination 

of wage behavior in a period that turns out to be more unusual than the Great 

Depression, namely the period during and following World War I. Figure 2 has· 

already demonstrated that the wage growth and unemployment patterns in 1916 

through 1923were extraordinary. The influence of these years on the results 

can be ascertained by examining how the results for 1891-1915 and 1924-1941 

change when 1916-1923 is added to the sample period. The results in each case 

are dramatic. The unemployment rate and output gap coefficients in Table 6 for 

1891-1915 and 1924-1941 double across almost all specifications when1916•1923 

is included. 



Table 6. Sensitivity of Phillips curve estimates to choice of sample period 

A. Prewar estimates 

1891-1929 

1891-1915 

1891-1923 

1916-.1941 

1924-1941 

1900;,1941 

1900.-1929 

B. Postwar estimates 

19.48>- l 9 76 

1952-1987 

1952-1976 

Unelilployment 
coefficients 

Ut Ut..,l 

--1.442 
<. 33~D 
-.~19 
(.154) 

-1.346 
(.358) 

-1.293 
(.375) 

-.883 
(.309) 

-1.581 
(. 302) 

-2.409 
( .405) 

-.840 
(.246) 

-.827 
(. 205) 

-.538 
(.220) 

.996 
(. 361) 

-.114 
(.247) 

.990 
< .:p8) 

1.569 
(. 389) 

.946 
(, 354J 

1.536 
(.325) 

2.498 
( .45,8)·. 

.43.4 
(. 247;) 

.Q33 
c 018) . 

.034 
( .194) 

Output g9,p 
coefficients 

Gt Ch:-1 

.551 
(.106) 

.234 
(.098.) 

.543 
( .115) 

.3.23 
(.118) 

.174 
(.0§1.) 

.351 
( .Q85) 

.730 
( .11:1.) 

.161 
(. 052) 

.192 
(. 034) 

.128 
(.046) 

- .003 
(.13§) 

.034 
( .J,.11) 

- .025 
( .1{1-7) 
·,.- -

-.312 
(,141) 

-.164 
( . lJ..lt) 

- .207 
( .102) 

-.001 
( .. 16.5) 

- .051 
(. 05 .. 4) 

.021 
(.034) 

.008 
(.042) 

Source: Piewi:i,?:" ~s.ti.ma.tes ar.~ estimate.d using average hourly earnin&s :i;-eported in 
Re.es ('1960, · }961); postwar est:i,mates, CITIBASE. · · 
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The influence of the 1916-1923 period can also be measured by allowing the 

coefficients for those years to vary from those for the rest of the sample by 
. . ·. 

interacting the excess demand variables with a binary variable etjua1 to orte for 

1916-1923. In this specification (using current and lagged excess demand, not 

reported in Table 6) a one percentage point decrease in the output gap is 

associated with a 0.7 percentage point increase in the wage growth rate between 

1916·and 1923, in contrast to a 0.2 percentage point decrease in the rest of 

the sample. The results are Similar for a one percentage point increase in the 

unemployment rate. This is assqciated with a 1.9 percentage point decrease in 

.wage growth between 1916 and 1923, in contrast to a 1.1 percentage point 

decrease in all other years. 

When viewed together, these findings indicate that the implicit weight 

given to the 1916-1923 period is a critical factor influencing the.size of the 

business cycle coefficient. We have already shoWn. that deleting the Great 

Depresi;Jion can increase the output gap coefficients for the entire prewar 
. . 

period by a sizable amount.even though the output gap coefficients for 1924 

through 1941 are relatively modest in size. This phenomenon can also be 

demonstrated by deleting years from the beginning of the sample. When the 

1890s are excluded, the unemployment coefficient increases (in absolute value) 

to -1. 6. When t:he 1890s and ·the Great Depress ion are both excluded, the · · 
. ' 

unemployment co~ffieient becomes -2;4 and the output gap coefficient increases 

to 0.7 . 

. This seems to explain why Sachs obtained much larger estiinates of the 

dope of the Phillips curve in the prewar period than those obtained here. 

Sachs~ pr~war samples started in 1894 or 1897 and ended in 1929 .. 
. .. 

Similarly 
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.:t;"E!.Strictin,g the samplE! period over the data sets used in this study yields 

re~ults that are very comparable to his. 

There is_ still the question of why the postwar coefficients reported in 

:row 2 of Table 5 are much larger than tho·se obtained in previous studies. d'nce 

again the answer s.eems to be largely in the sample period examined, rather than 

the spec;i.fic.ation. .As shown in Table 6, the coefficents for the postwar per.iod 

are .much smaller (in absolute value) if the sample period ends in 1976 instead 

of 1987. Needles•s to say, Sachs, Gordon, and Schultze could hardly have been 

exp.ect,ed to be .aware of this at the time they did their studie·s. The inclusion 

of 1948 through 1951 in the postwar sample also increases the excess demand 

co.efficients by a mod.est amount. 

Another check on :the robustness of the findings in Table 5 Ls to d'eterinine 

the sensitivity of the results to changes in the specification of equation (1). 

Two alternate functional forms of Ut were examined: l/Ut and ln(Ut)· The 

coefficients (all statistical,ly significant from zefo at the 5 percent 

confidence level) are reportedbelow: 

l/Ut 
1/Ut-1 

ln(llt) 
ln(Ut-1) 

1891-1941 

.230 
..; .195 

-.071 
.070 

1948-1987 

.271 
-.125 

-.056 
.022 

These results. indicate once again that there is very little differenc.e between 

the prewar and pdstwar periods. in the immediate impact of a change in the 

unemployment rate on wage growth. The co.efficents obtained with l/Ut are 

slightly larger in the postwar period, whereas those with Ut are somewhat 

larger in the prewar period. The best equation in terms of goodness of fit for 

the prewar period is the linear form in Table 5, followed closely by the ·· 
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logarithmic form. The fit of the l/Ut equation is markedly inferior in the 

prewar period (R2 of .435 versus .547 for the linear form). There is 

relatively little difference in the goodness of fit of the estimates across all 

three specifications of the unemployment rate in the postwar equations. The 

results for 1891-1941 in Table 5 also did not change when I used Darby's (1976) 

revised unemployment series for 1934-41. 

The results are insensitive to the number of lagged inflation variables. 

When this was changed from three to either one or four, the output gap and 

inflation coefficients in both the prewar. and postwar periods were essentially 

unaffected. 

The results were sensitive to the inclusion of contemporaneous inflation, 

as one might expect given the simultaneity between wages and prices. In the 

specification where both current and lagged business cycle variables are 

included in (1), the postwar unemployment coefficient declined (in absolute 

value) to -.529, whereas the prewar value plummeted to -.109. The prewar 

output gap coefficient dropped to -.026, considerably smaller than the postwar 

coefficient of .150. Thus when current price inflation is included as a right-

.hand~side variable, the evidence indicates that nominal wages were actually 

more rigid in the prewar period. 

The next logical question to ask is what happens when the current price 

inflation coefficient is constrained to be minus one and the lagged inflation 

terms are omitted from the equation. Real wages are mildly procyclical in both 

the prewar and postwar period. The prewar and postwar output gap coefficients 

were . 061 ( ~ 047) and . 075 (. 048); the unemployment coefficients, - . 368 ( .137) 

and -.133 (.237). Once again it would be hard to claim any overall pattern 

from this evidence. 
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Even though mariy previbus studies have used the industrial production 

index as the basis for·their output gap measure, its use is problelllatic in two 

regards. First, Roriier (1986b) has shown that the index is excessively volatile 

before 1914. Secorid, the relevance of the index to aggregate labor market 

coriditfons has become increasingly dubious in the postwar period given the 

shrinking share of the goods-producing sector. Accordingly I derived.an output 

gap measure from GNP data, using the same procedure as in section I. Separate 

gap estimates were obtained for the prewar GNP series recently 'compiled by 
) 
) 

Rom'er (lg89} arid Balke arid Gordon (H89). The results a.re a.s follows: 

Prewar, Romer (1989) 

Prewar, Balke 
arid bora.ari 

Postwar 

.583 
(.180) 

.504 
(.147) 

.479 
(.103) 

Gt-1 R2 

-.545 .433 
( .187) 

- .456 .446 
(.152) 

-.152 .754 
(.097) 

There iS still very little difference between the prewar and postwar estimates. 

The coefficients are considerably larger than those obtained from the 

industrial production.index in Table 5, but the R2 are slightly smaller. 

The growth of the service sector in the postwar period also dictates·an 

examination of total private wages across all industries. This is a 

straightforward exercise for the postwar period and the results are about the 

same as in Table 5. The unemployment gap coefficient rises slightly to •1.014 

(.216) and the output gap estimate falls a bit to .198 (.036). In the prewar 

perfod, Douglas ·derived a series for wages in all sectors (including some 

goyernnient employees). Using this series, the results for 1891~1926 are also 

·very close to those in Table 5 for manufaeturing - - - . 855 (. 212) for 

urieiripToymentan.d .380 (.094) for the output gap. 
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So far the comparison of the prewar and postwar estimates has focused only 

on how a current change in unemployment affects wage growth, Another important 

difference is that wage growth in the prewar period is a function of the change 

in unemployment, not the level of unemployment. The coefficients of the 

current and lagged excess demand variables in the prewar equations are almost 

identical in magnitude and opposite in sign'. When the Great Depression is 

deleted from the prewar sample period, this result continues to hold for the 

unemployment rate variable but not the output gap. 

There is no obvious reason for this difference in wage behavior. 

Theoretically, wages could respond to the change rather than the level of 

unemployment because of either hysteresis or adjustment costs. Casual 

empiricism suggests that adjustment costs in the labor market must be 

considerably larger in the postwar period for a number of reasons; Lower quit 

rates artd longer job durations indicate greater expenditures on firm specific 

training. Hiring costs are also larger, as indicated by the growth of 

personnel departments and the influence of equal employment opportunity 

legislation. The costs of reducing the size of one's workforce have also 

likely increased in response to Unemployment Insurance and higher rates of 

. unionization. The same logic casts doubt on hysteresis models of the labor 

market. There would seemingly be more human capital and insider influence in 

the postwar period. 

Three other differences between the prewar and postwar. estimates are 

riote~orthy. First, inflation from one to three years ago has an impact on tv"age 

growth in the postwar period, whereas inflation from more than one year ago has 

no effect on wage growth in the prewar period. Second, residuals are 
. . . 

·· autocorrel.at~d irt the pC>stwa.r equation but not in th~ prewar equation. Both of .· 
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·bias the prewar estimates of a 1 downward~ The magnitude of this bias must be 

established as accurately as possible. 

The first concern can be addressed by applying Romer's technique of 

replicating the prewar series for the postwar period. Rees' series for 

manufacturing between 1890 arid 1919 is the ratio of average annuiil earnings to 

the product of days per year and hours per day. Rees computed average annual 

earnings from the Census of Manufactures for 1889, .1899, 1904, 1909, 1914, and 
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1919. Estimates for the remaining years are interpolations based on reports of 

the state labor bureaus of Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The 

·average number of days that manufacturing establishments were open is also 

obtained f:r:om these state labor bureaus. The hours series is compiled from the 

1909, 1914 and 1919 Censuses and various BLS Bulletins. Rees set hours per day. 

equal to aver~ge weekly hours divided by six. 

The Rees series is clearly based on more limited information than the 

mo.dern BLS series.• The days per year estimates and the intercensal earnings 

estimates reflect the experience of a mere three states; the intercensal hours 

estimates relate only to the handful of industries for which BLS did studies . 

. At a minimum this raises the nolse~to-Signal ratio on the left-hand side of the 

equation. 

A more serious issue is whether Rees' procedure has any systematic 

cyclical bias. His data on employment, days, and hours all come from different 

sources and there is some degree of double counting. For instance suppose a 

factory employing~8 workers for 20 days a month closes for three .months. 

Average employment will be reported as 36 and days in operation will be 

reported as 180., result~ng in overestimated levelS of average hourly earnings 

in recessions. ·· The s~e problem can. re$ult from· double counting of J:iouts per 
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week an,d 4,ays per year. Tpe empirical issue is whether these factors ,are 

I 
offset .py a cµrrep:t running in the opposite di rec ti on - - a possible tendency to 

:report w.or'kers c.as .b~ing on the payroll even when they are not at work. Rees 

compares his average hourly earnings estimates to the available evidence on 

wage ra.tes and fipps that his series neither systematically :understates. or 

overstates wage te:vels. .As for cyclical patterns, Rees cautions (p. 17): 

Although 0ur work may have some value for cyclical problems, it must be 
µsed for such problems with .great cautibn, for, at times, our 4ata or our 
:PrOcE!4µres would bi;! :lna4equate or inappropriate for an investigation of 
cyclic~l fluctuation. 

The properties of Rees' procedures can be gauged by developb:tg modern 

coµnterparts to the three key components of his wage series: average .annual 

earniµgs, <lays worked per year, and hours worked per day. Average annual 

earnings in ma,nufactµring c~m be computed using Rees' methods for 1972 through 

1986 by setting benchmarks with the Censuses of Manufactures and interpolating 

with data for Massachusetts, N.ew Jersey, and Pennsylvania from County .Business 

Patterns for pa,yrolls and data from the same three states from Employment and 

Earnings for average employment. These estimates are reported in the first 

column of Table 7. 

To my knowledge, no state cµrrently surveys its manufacturing 

establishment$ about days in operation each year. To estimate this variable 

one needs a measure that reflects within-year variation in employment among 

establi.shment:s that are open in that year. Days worked by the average 

ma.nut"acturing employ~e was estimated by the following procedure over Employment 

and Earnings d,ata for the three states noted above. Assume that the typical 

man:uf"actu:ring plant operates on weekdays and is closed only on federal 

·holidays. Annual employee days can then be e.stimated by multiplying the number 

of work<;J.ays (qbtail).ed. ftom the perpetual calendar and lists of federal holidays 
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Table 7. . Modern replication of. Rees~.· method .;for. e.stimating average hourly 
.earnings compared to BLS.estimates. 

. I 

Average Average 
annual. Estimated hourly AveragE! 

. earnings:. days earnings: hourly 
Year Rees method per work~r Rees method earnings: BLS. 

(1) '• (2) (3) (4) 

1972' ~:(55· . 247 4.57 3.82 
1973 10100 '24.8 5·~01 4.09 

I. 

1974 ~r~~~ . 247 5.42 4.42 
1975 . 246 6.04 4.83 
1916 ·12613 249 . 6.32 5.22 
1977 13477 246 6.80 ,• 5. 6s" 
1978' 14572'• 246 7.32 6.17 
1979 '15804 . 248· 7.94 6.70 
1980 17183 248 8. 72 7.27 
1981 18693 248 9 .. 47 7.99 
1982 19882 243 10.51 8.49 
1983 20851 245 10.62 8.83 
1984 22o5i ,248 10.91 9.19 
1985 . 2~334 248 11.61 9.54 
1986 . 24615 248 12.20 9.73 

S(}µroes: ·. c(,f\llilris: :(i) throµgh (3) •• see text; column (4}, same as Table L 

I 

• '• < • 

:_.· . .. ·: 
I. 

' .. ,· r 
. r.-.:· ... 

:: ·.· 
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The derived average hourly earnings measure based on Rees' approach and 

the BLS measure are reported in columns .3 and 4 of Table 7. The constructed 

measure shows more rapid growth (167 percent) than the BLS measure (155 

percent) over the entire period, but this is entirely attributable to less 

rapid growth in the BLS series since 1984. Once the 1987 Census benchmark 

becomes available, it is quite possible that the trends in each series will 

once again be identical. There is no pronounced trend in either the days or 

hours variables so that almost all of the trend movement in the "Rees method" 

measure reflects growth in annual earnings. 

The yea;r to year percentage changes in the "Rees method" variabl.e are much 

more volatile than those for the BLS measure, especially around turning points 

in the business cycle. In 1974 both measures grew at a rate of approximately 8 

percent. The growth rate of the "Rees method" measure accelerated to 11.4 

percent in 1975, but then dropped to 4.6 percent in 1976. In contrast the BLS 

measure grew by 9.3 percent in 1975 and 8.1 percent in 1976. An even more 

I 

dramatic swing in wage inflation takes place between 1981 and 1983 for the 

"Rees method"' measure, going from 8. 5 percent in 1981 to 11. 0 percent in 1982 

and then falling to 0.1 percent in 1983. Wage inflation according to BLS also 

fell during this period, but at a much more gradual pace·of 9.9 percent in 1981 
i,. 

to 6.2 percent in 1982 to 4.0 percent in 1983. Wage inflation ranges between 

0.1 and 11.4 ~ercent for the "Rees method" measure, whereas it ranges from 2.0 

to 9.9 percent for the BLS measure. 

The standard deviation of the BLS series is 18.5 percent smaller than the 

standard deviation of the "Rees method" series between 1973 and 1986, which 

implies a corresponding upward b.ias in the output gap ,and unemployment 

coefficients ;n the prewar estimates based on the Rees data. However, the 
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re:plibatio~·Of t;he ·Rees methodology reported here varies in .sigrifffoant ways 
I 

~lfom . the 1:.echriique actually t;J.sed by Rees . Also, comparisons of standard 

Q,ev:Lati()ns !nay he sensitive to the choice of sample period. 

E;valµati~g the impaet .of prewar-postwar differences in the industrial 

structure ofithe economy ls, relatively speaking, a much more straightforward 

ex.ercise. 'R.tes (1?61) reports for the nine major industries (textiles' boots 

arid §hoes' leather' elect:rieal machinery, paper and paper pr.oducts' 'rubber' 

glass, foµri(lrj:ap\:i·machirie shops, iroh and steel) used in his study the 

. einpl:oY:llietit cbvel.'a:ge :o:f the state earp.ings data both in absolute ternrs and as a 

c()risttt;J.ct a postwar :wage series based on the industrial definitions used'by 

Rees, average employment :levels in .the.Se.Gen.Sus years were used 'td weight the 

mogerh .cqti.nterpart's of ·Rees' nine industries (SIGs 22, 314, 31 minus 314, 36, 

26, 3p, 321 ;~rid .322, 35, ·and 331 and 332). Although the industry de:finiUons 

rnatch up fairly well, a ·dlear limitation t>f this exercise is 1tltat. the prewar 

products w.ithiri ea¢h of these categories are not identical 'to the postwar 

'products. Even in c;;lses where the produc·t has remained more or less <the same, 

:the te9hriology can bedrania:ticaliy different. Nonetheless, as the analysis in 

secti6p. VI wfl'l show quite cl.early, the sensitivity of wages to 'the business 

cycle :Varies treinendo\is;ly across . different industries and th:is. approach is '.the 

only way'to bof:itrolfor'prewar•postwar differences in industry mix. 
' 

:Limitin~ ·the wage variable to these nine industries in the:postwa:t period 

turns out to have very little·effect on the results. The standard deviation of 
I 

wa,ge infl.ati9n ls slightly larger (.027 as compared to .024 in the BLS •set"ies), 
.• . 

lis ,is the range JJ'e:tween the mirtimuin and maximum values (. 016 to .126 for the 

ti.tile'. i'ri<iu,S1:ry :~eri~s Versus .. 018 . to .. 099 for BLS) . As shown . in rows 1 :and 2 of 
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Table 8, there is no systematic difference between the.business cycle 
. .· ... 

coefficients for the two series. 

A related concern is that the structure of compensation differs hettileeil 

the prewar and postwar lal;>ormarket. Slichter (1941, p. 282) points out that 

~lmost half of all workers were covered by some type . of incentive. system, .. 

· frequently piece. rates, Self employment was also much more widespread in th~ 

prewar than .the postWar pe·riod .. The impact this has on the wage equations 
. .· . ···. 

· C::annot be ascertained pecause of data inadequacies in both periods.. Another 

major difference between the prewa:r: andpostWar compensation structure .is the 

. role of employee benefits. ·•·Rees (1960) estimates that benefits accounted for 

.. 0. 7 .percent of hourly compensation in 1929. According to the national income 

accounts, benefits represented 10 percent· of tot.~i.l compensation by the. late 

19.60s and 16 percent t()day. 

The averagearin\lal percentage change in average hourly compensation is 
. .. 

. . . 

slightly larger than the a.verage change in average hourly earnings', as one 
. ,· ·. 

>would expect given the growth of benefits in the p<>s~ar period, b\lt the other 

summary sta:tisti.cs for the two series are very close to each other. As shown 

in. Table a,·the l)usiP:es$ :cycl'e~ e·oeffl9:l.ents. for the· two Arariables are .also very.· .. 

similar. 

Valid historical comparisons of· Phillips curves depend not just on ·· 

comparable wage data but a.lso on coniparabie unemployment and o\ltput gap data. 
. . . . . ' 

· · . Romer (1986b) has shown .that the Feder~l Reserve Bo~rd's index of materials 

production :is very· similar to. the J>re.:1914 output series constructed l>Y: Fdckey 

. that w.~s used in the earlier analysis. To gauge the impact of. using an . 

~xces~iyely vol~t:il(;! <>utpµt measure ~n the business cycle coefficients, I 

0 c~frdc'ti.d ~; .~~{ g~~ me..,;:.i:., bas!!d ol:i. cl>e .. filtl! ,,,;,~.;if ~is index following 



Table 8. Serisitivity of output gap coefficient estimates to 
· alternative wage and output gap variables, .1948-

19.87. 

Sp.ecific~tion 

1. .Standard (from Table 5) 

2. tJ,9.ges in nine industr.ies 
inRees (1961) 

,l\verage hourly 
coJX\P.en~a tion 

FRB materials 
p:i;od.\lcticm index 

.215 
(.040) 

.229 
( .055) 

.219 
( .044) 

.184 
(.037) 

-----"""."'"""---.. ---

- .016 
(.042) 

-.056 
(.060) 

.. 009 
( .044) 

.008 
(. 037) 
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'the same procedures outlined in Section lI and used thf's·varlable i~the"7age 

e.quation reported in the last. row. of Table 8·; The' output.· gap coefficient b~sed 

on the materials measure \ilas 1.6' pe1;~fint: sm,aller than. the coeffic:f.l!n:\t based on 

industr:l.al production .. ·· 

Romer (19'86a) has argued that Lebergott' s unemploiment series is 

excessi'7elyvoladie because it (1) ass\imes no cyclicd shifts in the size of 

.the labor for~e arid (2) interpolates.employment with output on a one,-to-orie 
. . . . . 

basis in riian:y cases. ·There is little question that these limitations lead to 

exaggerated.swings in unemployment iricert&in years, but the magnitude of the 

.. ·· • problem remains unclear. .There is no evidence yet on how the size of the labor 
,. . 

force cqanged over the business cycle .. Cyclical changes in the postwar labor 

force are Diai,nly attributable to youths, women, and.aldermen. In the' prewar 

pedod, youths left school at an earlier age, most women were not in the'labor . 

. force, artd few older men :were retired. Also,· a much larger share of the labor 

. :f:orce ·was ·in agriculture or were self·.,. employed, two sectors where discretionary 
. .' ; ·. ' 

.• changes in tabor force participation ate unlikely. As for Okun' is 'Law in the 

prewar period, .the. evi.dence. in Ftickey (1942), Berrianke and Powell (1986), and. 
" " 

'Weir. (1986) is confl,ic'ting. Nonproduction workers were certainly a much 

" smaller share of prewar employment than they are today. " necause of' these· ' 

quest:ions ,, it is :far from certain that Romer; s .unemployment series for 1890-
" " 

" .. 

1930 .is more approp:t:'iate thS:n Leb_er.gott' s for the anaiysis .of wage ,rigidity; 
.. ' . . 

However~ even:wheri Romer's se.des is' used iri pla~e of Lebergbtt's, the results 

are not radically changed;· The unemployment coefficient in ;rowlof Table 5 is 
. . . . . . . . . ; . 

. 28 __ percent smaller·_ than' that. obt_ained with Romer' s series ..... · 

To summa:d.ze, the evide~ce reported in this sec~io~ indicate~ that after. 
,. - . . . , . ~. . . . . . 

.· .. ··'~~a~clLirdj.zing fol: imp~t#~~t·,df~f.er~pc·~~·,iti t11.e.way f~r·whi~h ~he ~.rewai: a.rid'.' 
. ' ,< ~, 
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postwar dat;a were coristructe.cl, t;he.re seems to be no systematic bias in the 

pJ::ewar business cycle cqeff'icients. The excess volatility of t]:ie WC1$e measure 

contributes a bias that I roughly gauge to be of the same order of !Ili;lgriituc1e as 

the excess volat;ility of the output gap and unemployment measures. Diff~r£mces 

in industry mix and the growth of be,nefits in the postwar period seem t 0 have 

no effect on the results. Tbe "bottom line" is that differences in th!=! wciy the 

prewar and postwa,r data were constructed do not overturn the res\llts . r~w>rt;~d 

above. 

VI . .t\GGREGATIONACROSS INDUSTRIES 

Year to year n1ovement;s in manufacturing wages reflect n0t 91').ly 't'.'Clg~ 

changes with:i_n :i_ndustt'ies, but al,.so changes in employment aC'.):'95,s industr:ie5. 

If there is a systematic tendency for the employment share of high wcig~ jo'Qs to 

fall in Ci recession, then manufacturing wages will automaticClllY decl:il'J.e eyen 

if wages within each industry stay the same. Once again this raises con~erns 

that .(1) both prewar and postwar cJ.ata on aggregate wage beh!:lvior giye 

misleading signals about the true sensitivity of nominal wages to the business 

cycle and (2) compariso.ns of prewar and postwar estimates based on such data 

lead to false inferences about whether wage behavior has rea,lly changed in the 

postwar period. 

To deal with this issue, this section of the paper reports the results of 

two types of experiments. First, I create and analyze an average hourly 

earnings series with fixed employment weights for 1890-1914, based on seven 

major in.dustries in Rees (1961) f9r 1890-1914 and another for 1947-1987, 'Qased 

on two-digit SJC indust:i;ies. Sec.ond, there are seven major industries :Eor 
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which wage data are available in the prewar and postwar period. By estimating 

separate equations by industry, one can get behind the veil of aggregation to 

see whether there have been any cases where wages have become mote or less 

rigid in the postwar period. This experiment also yields information about 

whether changes in labor market! institutions have affected wage behavior over 

the business cycle. 

Aggregation using variable instead of fixed employment weights has a 

noticeable effect on our analysis, as shown in Table 9. The fixed-weight wage 

change measure for the prewar period has a much smaller standard deviation and 

range than the variable-weight measure, whereas the summary statistics for the 

two measures in the postwar period are essentially the same. The magnitude of 

the changes in the prewar data is sufficiently large to eliminar most of the 

prewar-postwar difference in wage change variability. 
I 
I 

The regression results point to an even more dramatic conclusion. In the 

postwar period, the unemployraent rate coefficients decline by 21 percent and 

the output gap coefficients drop by 19 percent when average employment for the 

entire period is used tp weight wage growth by industry. The movement is more 

dramatic in the prewar estimates, where the unemployment coefficient drops by 
I ; 

54 percent and the output gap coefficient drops by 40 percent; 'Before these 

I adjustments, the output gap coefficients estimated over the Rees: data were 

somewhat larger than those for the postwar period. Now they are either smaller 

or the same size, dependingon the specification. More strikingly, the postwar 

unemployment coefficients are now roughly twice the size of the boefficients 

for 1890-1914. 
! 

Looking across all of these results, there is now an indication that wages 
I . . l 

may very well be more strongly pfocyclical today than they were l.n the prewar 
! 



Table 9, Business cycle ~ici.ents ,. variable arid fixed enploynent l\'ei.€}its .i.Il wage groWth 
E!Stlmates, ;1891-1914 arxi 1948-1987. . 

lJOOnployment Output 'gap 
Perlod am Wage .. glXMth rate coefficiE!llts· coefficients 

: 

Wei§:}.~ 
...... 

· MaXim.ml ti . prOced.n:e. Mean S.D .• .. Mmi.JIU11 Ut-::1.: G Gt:.1 . t t 

1891-1914, ·.018 ,037 ... 079 .070 ... 649 .215 .210 
. 
:io2 

variable (.175) ( .. 198) (.093) (.106) 
.. 

.. 

1891-1914, .Oi7 .028 -.,:044 ;059 -.300 -.175 .127 .158 
fixed (;133) {.149) (.065) (:074) 

1948-1987, .054 .024 .018 .. o99 -.982 ;294 .215 -.016 
variable . ''f (.244) (.224) .(.040) ( :')42) 

' 1948-1987 .. · 
. . . ·• . .053 ··.023 .021 .096 -.716 .203 .11s· .007 
. fU(ed · ... (.225) ( .. 205) (.037) C039) 

.. 

·. :' 

' .1· 

. ~: 

'.:· · .. 

,· .. 
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era. Such a conclusion would be premature because the fixed-weight series for 
. . 

1890-19],4 is limited to seven industries and thereby omits such major sectors 

as printing, furniture, chemicals, and automobiles which were included in Rees' 

aggregate wage series. Also, it obviously omits much of the prewar period. 

These two shortcomings can be overcome by focusing on industry wage series not 

only from Rees (1961) and BLS, but also the Conference Board. These results 

are reported in Table 10, using the same specifications as before. 

The industry wage equations constitute one final piece of evidence that 

wages have definitely not become more cyclically rigid in the postwar period. 

The unemployment and output gap coefficients in most industries tend to be 

considerably larger in the postwar period than between 1890 and 1914. No 

strong pattern emerges in the comparison of the 1921-1941 and the postwar 

estimates; the former tend to be slightly larger in most industries but the 

differences are rarely immense. 

It is very difficult to find any noticeable prewar-postwar distinctions 

within any of the industries and impossible at this stage to link them to any 

institutional changes. For instance unionization is usually associated with 

wage rigidity. Union workers are thought to be more insulated from the 

business cycle than their nonunion counterparts because of multiyear contracts 

and their ability to use the strike-threat as leverage during contract 

. negotiations. Thus, one would think that union organization of the iron and 

steel, paper, rubber, and machinery industries would be reflected in smaller 

postwar coefficients for at least some of those industries. This is decidedly 

not the case. 



Table 10. Business cycle coefficients, by industry, 1891-1914, 1921-1941, and 
1948-1987. 

·1891-1914 1921-1941 19.48-1987 

Industry Gt Ut Gt Ut Gt; Ut: 
·----~-· . --_.;;_. __ _ _..;._ _____________ ..:...---..-.~~.~· 
Boots and shoes .171 -.282 .167 -.657 .177 -.939 

(.056) (.109) (.084) ( .332) (.060) (.}34) 

Leather .114 - .277 .230 -.168 .111 - . 524 
(.086) ( .178) (.090) (.110) (.045) (.259) 

Paper and paper - .119 - .0.50 .120 -.656. .148 - .570 
products ( .125) (.311) ( .102) (.367) (.041) (.244) 

Rubber - .126 .181 .190 -.887 .172 -.645 
(. 071) (.166) (. 089) (. 299) (. 058) (.:320) 

Foun~ry·and .200 -,262 .222 -1.082 ! • 207 - ; 916 
machine shops (. 0.55) ( .130) (. 078) (. 253) (. 0.44) (.257) 

Textiles .139 ... 222 .297 -1.319 .285 -1.437 
(.099) (.206) ( .118) (. 397) .(. 050) (. 470) 

Iron and steel .275 -.998 .346 -1. 697 .300 -1. 209 
(.164) C321) (.132) ( .441) (. 092) (1. 517) 

i 

Chemical .237 -1.172 .102 - .442 
(. 092) (. 287) (.042). (. 2~4.) 

I 

! 
Electrical .139 -.780 .077 - .352 
manufacturing (.079) (.273) ( .040) (. 229) 

Furniture .259 ..:1.179 .179 -.982 
(.098) (. 317) ( '034) (~188) 

Ltimber .391 -1. 617 .236 -.634 
(.098) (.329) (. 058) (.341) .. 

Printing. ~027 -.170 .109 -.548 
(. 046) ( .178) (. 024) ( .131) 

Note: The textiles estimates reported for 1921-19.41 are based on wool manufacturing, 
the largest of the four textile industries. in the Conference Board data.· Estimates 
for the other three textile industries (cotton, hosiery and knit goods, silk) were 
very similar to the estimate for wool. The paper industry estimate for 1921-1941 is 
oased on pulp and paper manufacturing, which was a much larger part of th~ paper 
industry than paper products.· The estima~es ·.for the paper products irldustry. were 
almost identical tothosereported in the table. The printing industry ei;ti,ma,te for 
1921.-41 is l;>as~d Ol'l booki;tnd jop prip.ting, which had .abo.ut four times as many 
e1np1oyees ···as.news B:nd magazipe printing. · 
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CONCLUSION 

The main finding of this paper is that, on balance, there is no evidence 

that wages in the postwar era have become either more or less responsive to 

cyclical fluctuations in output than in the prewar period. Those who wish to 

continue to believe that wages became more rigid in the postwar period can 

still point to the evidence in Section II on wage growth in moderate expansions 

and severe contractions. More adventurous thinkers who are will~ng to 
I 

contemplate the possibility that postwar wages are actually less rigid can find 

some signals along those lines in the exercises in disaggregatioh reported in 

Section VI. 

Until a few years ago the prevailing wisdom within the economics 

profession was that output, wages, and prices have all been less volatile in 

the postwar period. Romer's work has seriously challenged the pkrt of that 

wisdom relating to output. This study raises the same sort of questions about 

wages. 

One might still ask whether a one percentage point increase in 

unemployment today is truly comparable to the same change 100 years ago in 

terms of its impact on the labor market and the personal well-be~ng of the 

unemployed. This issue hinges on a number of poorly understood characteristics 

of the prewar period, including the average duration of unemplo~ent, the 

ability of workers to transfer skills across occupations and industries, and 

the amount of support available from families, churches, and communities. More 

work by economists and historians (perhaps along the lines of Keyssar (1986)) 

will be needed to come to grips with this issue. 



'j1he e,c,st o.f f'oqusiI1g on how .wages rea,ct to output and ell}ployment in this 
I 
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sp1dy has .b~~n the c"l:rsory attention paid to price behavior. 'fhis is . cl.early a 

subject that.needs .to.he addressed more carefully in future work, in terms of 

both extending the eco.nometric ana],ysis in Sections IV ·through VI and carefully 

studying the price data in their own right. If the reaction. o·f .wage.s to 

unemployinent is the same in the prewar and postwar periods .and the V:ariahility 

of out;put and .eI!lployment in tpe .two periods is :r;oughly the same.. t]Jen •tb.e 

great.eJ:" univariate volatility of wages in the prewar period presum.!!.bly must 

come from some combination of (1) measu:(ement error, (2) sectoral shif;t:s, .anO. 

(3) f:he reaction of wages to prices. The analysis in Sections V and VI has 

indicated tJ:rat the first two factors have qlearly been important. The rol.e .of 

the third factor needs to be evaluated. 

]3ase9, .on the belief that wages in the postwar economy b.ave become more 

rigid arid t;hat wage rigidity reduces economic welfare, a number of prpposals 

have .been made in recent years to impose costs on the use of particular types 

of payment schemes for labor services that are believed to make wages less 

sensitive to economic .conditions (e.g. bani; on multiyear couective bargaiIJ.ing 

agreements, tax incentives for profit sharing or .bonus systems). Given the 

changes in labor market structure and countercyclical policy that have.taken 

place over the last 100 yea,rs and the absence of any evidence of changes in 

wage flexibility over that period, it would seem that these proposals a.re based. 

niairily op th~C>]:"Y rather than evidence . 
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DATA APPENDIX 
I 

l ... Average. hourl::t; earnings. The variable used in the analysis of the 1891-
_ 1941 s~inp.le period comes from Rees (1961), Table 1, p. 4, col. 1 1 far 1890 
· through 1914 and from Rees (1960), Table 1, ·. p. 3, col. 1, for 1_915 through 

38 . 

· 1941. The EIC>urce for the 1890-1914 sample period is also Rees (1961}. The 
analysis of the Douglas (1930) data for 1891-1926 is based on the variable . . 
rep.o:tted in Table 24, p. 108. The results for the 1921-1936 sample period are 
derived from June to June changes in average hourly earnings in Beney (1936), 

. · Table 2, pp. 4_4-47. June 1922 values are a$sUined to be the same as those 
repotted for July 1922. This assumption is based on Creamer's (1950) fin:ding 
.that there was no change in. average hourly earnings in manufactuting between·. 
t;hoi;;e months. The results for the Conference Board annual average·data:.£:or 
19.ll;;-1941 a:re c;lerive~l f:rom Conference Board (1946), p. 178·. Ave~a.ges for 1920 
arid 1922. were derived .. froiir Beney (1936), Table 2, using the same technique as.· 
in· Rees (1960), p. is.: The pos·twar data: on average hourly earnings were· 
derived froin CIT:J:BASE. Monthly estimates of average hourly earnings (LE6HM) 
a:r~ aggregf!.ted ~nto annua:·l ave'rages using production worker emplpyment (LPWM). 
and:' average weekly hours (LPHRM) ·as weights. The ratio of total' compensation 
to wage and salary cofupensation f.rom the national income accounts was deri'ved ' .. 

. • froni the 1989- Economic Report of the·.PreSident, Table B-24, p. 3~4. Average 
· t\Oiii-ly earri.irig:s. f9r total prl.vate nonag.:ti'Cultural sector also. cokes from. the · 

198:9 ERP, Table :B·-44, p. 358·. . 

2. Output g:a.9. Two output series were used in the analysis: the Nutter (1962) 
series. reported in. Long Run. 'Economic Gr.owth, series AlS • pp. 184-185. arid. the 
li'eder·a:l Reserve Board's industrial production index. Values of the latter for 
1919 througp. 1946 are taken from LREG, series Al6, pp. 184-185, whereas va:lue·s 
·for 1~47 through 1987 are estimated using variable IP in CITIBASE. Each:yearis 
monthly values o-f IP are converted into annual values by summing. them and 
dividlng b,y 12. The FRB materials production index comes from ERP, Table· B-49, 
p. 363; All of the prewar regressic>n analysis using industrial productidn is. 

_based on the Nutter index. The output gap estimates based on GN~ were based on 
the series developed by Rom.er (1989) and Balke and Gordon (1989) for 1890:-1928 . 

. . . . ._. • . . . . . I . . . , , 
. and 0n the figure~.i.n the national incpme accounts,,as reported in the Survey 

··;;of Current Btisirtess,~ September 1986 Supplement, Table 1.2 for 192"9-41. and in 
ERP, ±able B-2; p. 310. for 1947-87.' . 

. 3.•. Unemplo;Yment rate. The prewar series is a combination of the Lebergott's . 
estimates. for 1890-1929; as. reported in Romer (1986a); and values for 1930~1941 
ffom LREG, series B2, pp. 212-213. The postwar series was derived from 
seasonally adjusted monthly data from GITIBASE for 1948.-1987. Annual average .· 

,unemployment is the simple aver.;i.ge o:f monthly rates, estimated as the, ratfo of 
uneinployecl perE1ons.(LHUEM) to the Civilian labor force (LllC). T~e estim~te for 
1947- comes from ~. series B2. ! 

.· .i .·. 
4. Price iridex. The prewar series.values for 1886-1889 and 1914-1941 come 

••fJ:Om LREG, series .869, pp~.222-223. Values for 1890-1913 fro.m Rees (196l)o p. · 
4were spliced onto this series by multiplying the data from Rees by the ratio 
of the 1914 value.s of· series B.69. (30.1) to the 1914 value of Rees.' series . 
:(100) .. The. postwar annual series for J..947-1987 is the simple average of #1e. 
monthly values of .CPI-U froni CI'l'IBASE (series PUNEW). Values. for 1943-19!46 

,·· '.·. -;-,~-. ~h~~f;~7.t;:1~!9·0:~f~~Ei9~~~i-~:4i.~:~~~~~;kw:!;1:~1i;~: ·--~~~·~ --~!~~es:~;:~·.·~~tj~3: .. ·· .·· 
,. 



Appendix Table 1. .Means and standard deviations of variables in 
regression analysis 

Sample 
Period 

1891-1941 

1948-1987 

1891~1914 

1891-1926 

1921-1936 

1921-1941 

Note: 

3.44 1.09 8.78 
(7. 91) (5. 70) (6.38) 

5.41 4.21 5.67 
(2.36) (3.48) (1. 69) 

1.85 0.48 7.22 
(3.70) (2.23) (4.49) 

3.54 2.06 6.40 
(6.95) (6.02) (4.20) 

0.62 -2.17 10.96 
(10.52) (4.69) (8.52) 

1. 78 -1. 35 11.82 
(7.22) (4.53) (7. 64) 

The variables used in the regression analysis 
by 100 here to make the table easier to read. 

I -0 .16 
(18.27) 

3.36 
(6.60) 

-2.14 
(8.64) 

-0.04 
(9. 97) 

-10.57 
(24.48) 

-12.18 
(22.69) 

were multiplied 



Appendix Table 2. Phillips curve estimates with current unemployment rate, 1891-1987 

---------~---------------~-~---------------------------------------~----------~ 

1891-1%1 1948-1987 1891-1914 1891-1926 1921-1936 1921-1941 
---------------------~----------------·------------------------------------~--------

Constant .081 .071 .050 .067 .007 .011 
(.050) (.012) (.017) (.031) (.057) (. 036) 

Trend .002 .0005 .001 - . 0004 .006 .007 
(. 002) (.0004) (. 001) (. 0011) (.010) (.003) 

DPt-1 .049 .436 -.379 .640 .272 .037 
(.194) (.094) (. 280) (.197) (.489) (.226) 

DPt-2 -.637 -.054 -.747 -.151 - . 948 -.636 
( .192) (. 092) (.274) (.225) (.477) (.226)· 

DPt-3 .040 .254 .353 .162 .152 .065 
( .197) (.099) (.296) (.198) (.469) (.208) 

Ut -1.129 - . 987 -.543 ".604 - .429 -.538 
(.254) (.246) (.144) (.259) ( .433) (.256) 

ARl .679 .540 - .116 .012 -.180 .263 
(.135) (.182) (.262) (.408) (.359) (. 271) 

R2 .464 . 722 .643 .461 .444 .569 

D.W. 2.139 2.184 1. 987 1. 959 2.042 1.909 

SEE .062 .014 .026 .056 .101 .057 
----------------. -----------------



Appendix Table 3. Phillips cur'Ve estimates with current and lagged unemployment 
rates, 1891-1987 

-----------------------------------
1891-1941 1948-'1987 1891-1914 1891~1926 1921-1936 1921-1941 

.- ..... ~~-............ ..._ ______ 
. Constant .024 .060 .044 .025 .005 .007 

(. 018) (.014) (. 016) (.021) (.035) (.018) 

Trend .001 .0002 .001 -.0002 .003 .002 
(. 001) (.0005) (. 001) (.0007) (.006) (.002) 

DPt-1 1.012 .448 - .116 1.287 .536 .396 
(.195) ( .095) (. 339) (.186) (. 418) (.207) 

DPt-2 -.676 ~ .066 -.748 -.610 -.981 ".697 
(.219) (.091) (.279) (.233) (.390) (.200) 

DPt-3 .186 .219 .465 .319 .182 .072 
( .186) ( .101) (.313) (.176) (.359) (.163) 

u· t. -1.181 -.982 -.649 -.902 -1. 336 -1.076 
(.242) (. 244) (.175) (.254) ( .432) (. 241) 

Ut-1 1.084 .294 .215 .805 1. 223 .993 
(.255) (.224) (.198) (.262) (.394) (. 268) 

ARl .006 .557 -.276 - .517 -.509 -.164 
(.241) (.193) (.270) (.263) (.305) (.292) 

R2 .547 .736 .662 .582 .732 .760 

D.W. 2.000 2.263 2.114 2.157 2.590 2; 171 

SEE .057 .013 .026 .050 .074 .044 



Appendix Table 4. Pll,ill;i..ps c~;rve e~timat~s with current output gap, 1,89).-1987 

....... ,. ...... • .. .,,-, ... ,.-,,. ,,..,.,,.....,., .. = .. --··=-···~···,...,.··""····-·.,.,.··~· ~~~ 

G~ 

2 . a 

D.W. 

.;; .9Q8 

.(.03.5) 

.0,02 
J .QOl) 

,26T 
.. (.J'n' 

,. .§7§ . 
( .J94:~ 

.··,0J2 
. ~ .J.9.4> 

.i:i,4 . 
,.-072) 

.s~~ 
. ~.};pl~ 

.4.~.2 

2. 0"37 

.061. 

··.02.'.l 
.( .. !W6) 

- .. 0002 
·( .0002) 

.517 
{.:<)7.6) 

.·" .0·9:0 
.( .0:9p) 

.. 239 
LfJ:76) 

.2.os 
,(.036) 

.224 
'.;i.9~) 

.788 

2.082 
:(.· .. '·.·".-.-

. .012 

1J91-l.914 1891~192~ 

. o;u. 
. .( .()J;l) . 

.001 
( .OOl) 

- .2.27 
.(. ~O~) 

.. ,. .737 .. 
,( -~06) 

-2:6.4 
,(.~51) 

.247 
~ .. os4> 
-.155 
~ .. 25()) 

.56.2 

2.064 
:~ ' ' 

.Q28 

.036 
( .022) 

- .001 
( .001) 

.598 
(.17.(i) 

.008 
( .18,8) 

.186 
( .176) 

.4ll 
(.101) 

.210 
(.274) 

.573 

1.891 

.050 

192)..-19.36 19.21-.1941 
. ·. :..... 

-.023 ·- .021 
-~ .06:)..) ·( .030) 

.()Q.6 .006 
,( .0()9) (.003) 

. 284 .(>78 .. 
.(.489) ·~._2ZS) 

- ·:958· ~ .6.4l 
.C.47;2) \(. 225) 

.176 .071 
.< .• 454) ( .. 2-0,2) 

.}.pg .lf,il. 
.( ''128) ( ,06.8) 

,.,244 ,172 
,( -~#.~) (.278} 

.47.8 .!)95 

2.0.~~ 1.9~9 

.098 .055 
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Appendix Table 5. Phillips curve estimates with current and lagged output gap, 
1891-1987 

--------------------------------~---------------~---------------------------------

1891-1941 1948-1987 1891-1914 1891-1926 1921-1936 1921-1941 
------ -------------
Constant .008 .021 .011 .026 .005 -,004 

(. 020) (.006) (.014) (. 016) 
I 
(.046) (.023) 

Trend .001 -.0002 .002 -.001 .002 .003 
(. 001) (.0002) (. 001) (. 001) (. 007) (.002) 

DPt-1 .912 .529 -.526 1.084 .699 .433 
(.226) (.082) (.398) (.243) (. 493) (. 272) 

DPt-2 - .672 -.098 -.702 -.274 -1. 060 - . 726 
(.223) (. 093) ( '311) (.227) ( .442) (.243) 

DPt-3 .142 .236 .195 .178 .216 .117 
(.196) (. 078) (. 377) (.176) (.402) (.197) 

Gt .316 .215 .210 .421 .332 .234 
(.076) (.040) (.093) (.109) ( .130) (.076) 

Gt-1 -.205 - .016 .102 -.234 -.296 -.176 
(.088) (. 042) (.106) (.140) (.130) (.094) 

ARl .128 .218 .034 -.130 -.563 -.168 
(.256) (.195) (.266) (.386) (.293) (.295) 

R2 .498 .789 .572 .598 .661 .648 

D. W'. 1.990 2.083 1. 972 1.972 2.626 2.115 

SEE .060 .012 .029 .049 .084 .053 



Appi:mdix Table 6. Residuals of estimates for 1891-1941 
from Appendix Tables 3 and 5. 
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· .... ··Appendix Table .1.· . .. Residuals of estimates for.1948-1987 
· .. from>Appendtx Tables· 3 and s. · · 

Year Unemp l oyment 

1948· . .,...7120:74E·-02 
· f949 _ ... 129'785E·-C> 1 
i950 . · •. 508995E···02 . 
1951 • 22115'7E·~o1 ·· 
1952· ~.31S504~-b1 
19:=,~ · .20i'.256E-01 ·· 
111'ti4 -- .1'73213E·:..o1 
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